NORTH EAST LINE (NERL) UPGRADE
Project Update – Hume Corridor Passenger Rail Collaboration
11 October 2018

General Manager Asset Management – Interstate, Brian Green
General Manager Corporate Affairs, Bas Bolyn
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RECAP
At the Group’s last meeting in May, ARTC:
• Explained that the Australian Government has allocated additional funding to upgrade
the Victorian North East Rail Line (NERL), bringing the total investment to $235million
• Explained why the Government was making this investment, reflecting on performance
and track condition
• Provided an indicative project timeframe
• Advised that ARTC and Victorian state agencies are working together to develop a
scope of works for the NERL upgrade
• Committed to sharing the scope of works with the Group and getting on with the job of
delivering.
• Today is about discussing the scope of works and next steps with the NERL upgrade
project.
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CURRENT PERFORMANCE
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Transit Time Delay (mins/trip)
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CAUSAL FACTORS: DELAYS
North East line project directly targets primary infrastructure factors contributing to delays
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*Does not include cancelled passenger train services
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PROJECT SCOPE

Work Activity

• Deliver a Victorian ‘Class 2’ track performance standard - brings North East Line to the same standard as other long-haul passenger
regional rail lines in Victoria.

Mud hole removal

Ballast undercutting and sledding.

Installation of crossovers

Two new crossovers between Seymour and Benalla

Resurfacing

Tamping and regulating.

Turnout upgrades

Replacing bearers and steel components where required.

Signalling works

Aerial removal and power supply backup improvements.

Drainage improvements

Creating and reforming trackside drainage (cess drains).

Grinding

Mainline grinder

Replacement of existing underbridges

Converting transom bridges to ballast-top, and replacing life expired and/or
substandard ballast-top bridges with new ballast-top bridge decks.

Recondition Existing Bridge

Correct tight gauge, Replace transoms, Reconditioning bridge ends U Upgrade
bridge ballast kerbs.

Ballast depth improvement

Increasing depth of ballast under track.

Level crossing upgrades

Complete renewal of level and pedestrian crossings
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NORTH EAST LINE WORKS
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PROJECT UPDATE
•

Early Project works continue to be progressed by ARTC:
•

Bridge upgrade and track works were completed during the scheduled March 2018 possession

•

A tender for the supply of turn-outs for the cross-over pairs, that are scheduled to be installed in track in March 2019,
has been released

•

A construction plan for the track and civil aspects of the cross-over pairs, for delivery by ARTC staff, is being developed

•

A tender is being finalised for a design and construction contract for signalling works associated with the cross-over
pairs

•

The ARTC Signal Design Team continues to develop designs to remove aerial signal line wire and provide dedicated
power supplies. Given the ongoing theft of wire which is disruption network operations additional external design
support is also being contracted to accelerate this work

•

A construction tender for the replacement of aerial line wire is also developed by ARTC

•

A tender for the main track and civil upgrade construction activities is being developed
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MONASH INSTITUTE EXTERNAL REVIEW
•

Based on stakeholder feedback, ARTC engaged the Institute of Railway Technology (IRT) at
Monash University to undertake an independent review of the proposed NERL upgrade plan against
the following principal criteria:
•

Ability to deliver V/Line Passenger Class 2 track geometry at the completion of the upgrade
program, taking into consideration: Punctuality, ride quality and resilience

•

Included extensive data review, analysis and assessment of scope methodology

•

A site inspection was conducted between Seymour and Benalla. Based on this visual
assessment, the focus on mud hole removal, ballast addition in conjunction with tamping and
lining together with transom deck bridge replacement was reinforced.

The review has found that the upgrade will meet Victorian Class 2 standard and is supportive of the
approach with the NERL scope of works.
• “Given the overall condition of the NERL in terms of ballast quality and fouling, proposed plan
targets the key criteria outlined and will provide a much-improved and more maintainable permanent
way at the completion of the works within the current funding commitment of $235M.”
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EXTENSIVE DATA VALIDATION & SCOPE REVIEW
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
•

ARTC is committed to ongoing engagement and information sharing
throughout the delivery of the project
•

•

ARTC partnering with Federal and Victorian State agencies on
engagement activity: PTV, TfV, V/Line and DIRD&C.
•

•

will include things such as: a dedicated project website, fact sheets,
website, stakeholder briefings, presence at stations/community pop-ups,
progress update letters to stakeholders.

www.artc.com.au/projects/northeast

Community ‘pop-ups’ including at train stations and local community
events: Seymour, Euroa, Benalla, Wangaratta, Wodonga, Albury.
•
•

Commence end-October
Engagement will be reviewed, coordinated and aligned with the Inland Rail
project and Victorian agencies so as to minimise ‘engagement fatigue’ on
communities/ stakeholders – noting the high number of projects in Victoria
currently.

•

Will transition to ‘disruption’ focused information in early New Year
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NEXT STEPS
• Infrastructure Australia (IA) Business Case being finalised, review by IA expected in
December 2018
• Steps leading up to construction include:
•
•
•

engaging contractors and procuring material (early 2019)
finalising design (Q1 2019)
before major works can start in early 2019 (by end Q2).

• Works to be undertaken during Q1 2019 include signalling. ARTC will go to tender for
this package of work shortly.
• Major works will be fully underway mid- 2019 and finalised by mid-2021.
• ARTC will keep the Group and community informed throughout the delivery of the
NERL upgrade
• Engagement activity (ongoing)
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QUESTIONS?
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APPENDICES
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IRT Review commentary - Upgrade Plan
The principal components of the upgrade plan include:

• Identification and removal of all existing mud holes
•

Currently 234 locations on the East track and 137 locations on the West track

•

Where formation issues also need to be addressed, these will be actioned during the upgrade

•

Small regions for ballast cleaning have been identified

• Addition of new ballast across the majority of the network (between 50mm and 200mm)
to facilitate improved geometry retention
•

Ballast additions will be supported by tamping and lining across the network

•

Drainage will also be upgraded across the network

• Replacement of a significant number of short transom deck bridges to ballast top
•

To facilitate improved geometry

• Rail grinding (minimum single pass) across the entire network
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Information to Support Proposed Upgrade Plan
ARTC provided high quality information in
support of the proposed upgrade plan.
This demonstrated that significant effort had
been placed on ensuring a detailed
understanding of the network existed.
Key data included:
•

An excel based worksheet summarising the
current condition of the asset and proposed
upgrade activities within each section

•

NERL maintenance records covering the period
2003 to 2018

•

Detailed plots showing asset condition
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Appendix 2 Criteria to Assess Track Condition
Various criteria have been used to
assess the track condition
• TMS, VQI, VTI hits and IRV ride comfort
• Pros and cons associated with each of
these indices
• Generally all point to the same locations
as being poor

The emphasis on mud holes and
high TMS locations is appropriate to
ensure that the track reaches the
required V/Line standard
Approximately 150km of track sits
below this requirement the V/Line
VQI requirement
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